
WHICH PLAN IS RIGHT FOR ME?

I want to look for my venues &
vendors myself. I like looking
through all the available options
and narrowing my choices. 

I do not want to look through all the
venue & vendor options myself. I

prefer to have someone else narrow
my selection. 

For each venue and vendor that I
choose and book, I want to
schedule and conduct each
subsequent planning meeting with
each venue and vendor.

I prefer to keep a record of all the
details discussed with each venue and
vendor. No one else will need to keep
up with the contracts and necessary
details. 

COMPARING THE 2 VISION PLANS

I prefer to be in charge of the
planning process and then to meet
with my Wedding Coordinator to
inform of every agreement and
wedding planning detail. 

I want to create my own list of
potential venues & vendors based on
my clarified vision and budget. 

I want to contact each venue and
schedule consultations myself.

I want to conduct my own venue
and vendor consultations, take
notes and create comparisons
myself. 

I would prefer that my Planner
create a list of potential venues &

vendors based on my clarified vision
and budget.

I want to be involved in the venue
and vendor consulations, but I do

not have to or want to conduct
them. I do not need to take notes. 

I prefer for my Planner to schedule
and lead the planning meetings

with each venue and vendor. I look
forward to attending and

participating.

I prefer that my Planner schedule
the consultations based on the

availability of all involved. 

I desire to create my own Master
Planning Timeline for the entire
planning process. I will keep myself
on task with my own weekly and
monthly completion checklists. 

I don't need any assistance in
creating or monitoring my wedding
budget. I prefer to create and
monitor my own budget. 

I welcome assistance in creating and
monitoring my budget. My Planner can

help me get started with a realistic
budget. I also welcome continued

assistance in monitoring the budget. 

I prefer for my Planner to create a
Master Planning Timeline for me. I
would like to receive dated To-Do

Lists, helping me stay on task with
my responsibilities. 

I prefer not to keep a record of all
the details discussed with each

venue and vendor. I look forward to
entrusting my Planner to keep a

copy of the contracts and the
necessary details.

I want to serve as the ongoing contact
person for each venue and vendor. I
want to answer the questions myself
and keep up with those responses,
adding any updates to my wedding
day information. 

I do not want to serve as the ongoing
contact person for each venue and

vendor. I welcome my Planner to
contact me for any necessary info. I 

 entrust my planner to respond to
venue/vendor questions on my behalf,

adding updates as necessary.

VISION REVELATION VISION COORDINATION 

I do not need to be in charge of
the planning process. I prefer to
entrust my Wedding Planner to

lead the planning process for my
special day.

This Vision Plan comparison is designed to provide a more detailed Side-by-Side view.
When contrasting my Vision Revelation & Vision Coordination Plans, it is in Phase Two
where the differences are most significant. This comparison focuses on the contrast of
responsibility largely within Phase Two of planning, where it is most pronounced.

Detailed Version


